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Hans Werner-Braun Receives SDSC’s
Distinguished Achievement Award
Hans Werner-Braun, co-founder of the
High Performance Wireless Research and
Education Network (HPWREN), was awarded SDSC’s Distinguished Achievement
Award, SDSC’s highest honor for research
excellence, at the June 12 General Staff
Meeting. Hans-Werner was recognized for
his outstanding vision and leadership in

advancing HPWREN as a vital resource for
numerous scientific, public safety, and conservation communities across greater San
Diego, Southern California, and the nation.
Read more about the award and
HPWREN’s accomplishments in the
Director’s Letter on Page 2.
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Welcome

Being that this newsletter is called SDSC Innovators, it’s an ideal place to personally recognize Hans-Werner Braun as our latest recipient of SDSC’s Distinguished
Achievement Award. I was out of town at a conference during the June 12
General Staff Meeting, where Hans-Werner was presented this award. I thank
Shawn for presenting this award in my absence.
Hans-Werner stands among us as a true innovator for his outstanding vision and
leadership of the High Performance Wireless Research and Education Network
(HPWREN) which he co-founded almost 20 years ago with Frank Vernon, a research geophysicist with Scripps Institution of Oceanography. Initially funded by
the National Science Foundation, HPWREN has successfully transitioned to a userfunded system while undergoing a significant expansion throughout southern
California’s most rugged terrain.
While many of you know HPWREN as a network of internet-based high-tech
cameras and weather stations that alert local authorities about various conditions including storms, wildfires, and earthquakes, HPWREN has for many years
served science and society in a multitude of other ways. Hans-Werner built quite
an eclectic community of users across a wide swath of research domains, from astronomy to wildlife conservation, as well as comprehensive education and training
programs for the National Park Service and California State Parks.
The only other SDSCer to receive the Distinguished Achievement Award to date
is Nancy Wilkins-Diehr, for her amazing work on the entire science gateways
program and the launch of the Science Gateways Community Institute. That provides a perfect segue for me, as Nancy recently announced her retirement after
26 years at SDSC, starting out as a consultant in the user services group before
assuming leadership roles in TeraGrid and XSEDE, and then establishing SDSC as
the preeminent institution for science gateways. Nancy will be missed and I wish
her all the best going forward. Her contributions to SDSC and the greater research
community will endure for many years to come.
I’m also delighted to report that with Nancy’s able assistance, Michael Zentner has
joined SDSC to succeed her as PI of SGCI. Michael comes from Purdue University
and brings with him his co-PI role in nanoHUB, as well the HUBzero program,
which he directed at Purdue and is in the process of transitioning to SDSC. We are
also establishing a new SDSC division called Sustainable Scientific Software which
under Michael’s guidance will help SDSC address the challenges of supporting its
array of software and services for the long term.
Last but not least, please join me in congratulating Andreas Goetz as our 2019 π
Person of the Year. Read more about Andy’s accomplishments on Pages 4 and 5 of
this issue.
More good news to come!
Michael L. Norman
SDSC Director
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RESEARCH INNOVATIONS

SDSC/Moores Study Points to
Virus-Related Acceleration in
Some Cancers

Comet Simulations Help Combat
Tuberculosis Granulomas
University of Michigan researchers have been relying on Comet
to better understand the internal spread of tuberculosis (TB),
which accounts for the greatest cause of death due to infection
globally. Their most recent findings, published in the January
2019 issue of Inflammation and Regenerative Medicine, focuses
on how TB spreads throughout the lungs. The hallmark of TB
infection is the formation of spherical structures in the lungs.
These masses of infected tissue, called granulomas, start to
form within the first two to four weeks. “For more than 15
years, computer (in silico) modeling has been used to provide
insight to the lethal disease,” said Simeone Marino, an associate research scientist at the university’s Medical School and
the first author of the study. “Our recent research looks at the
ways in which two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D)
visualizations differ and offer novel findings for TB researchers
to better understand granuloma formation and spread.”

The human T- cell leukemia virus type 1 (HTLV-1) is known to
cause a rare cancer of the immune system’s T-cells called adult
T-cell leukemia or ATL in about five percent of those infected.
Researchers from SDSC and Moores Cancer recently hypothesized that this virus, as well as another lesser-known “cousin”
called bovine leukemia virus (BLV), may also play a role in the
accelerated development of breast cancer, esophageal cancer,
pancreatic cancer, and glioblastoma (brain/spinal cancer). In
a Journal of Cancer Research and Therapy paper, Valentina
Kouznetsova, Steven Chen, and Igor Tsigelny proposed the
necessity of studies related to HTLV-1 and BLV affecting other
cancers. Chen participated on the research team via the SDSC’s
Research Experience for High School Students (REHS) summer
internship program.
Read more at https://qrgo.page.link/DhkN3

Read more at https://qrgo.page.link/duF7x

Comet Helps Researchers Achieve
Crystal Clear Results – Literally
According to recent press release from the Georgia Institute of
Technology, a serendipitous discovery by graduate student Dylan
T. Christiansen led to materials that can quickly change color
from completely clear to a range of vibrant hues – and back
again. The work could have potential applications in everything
from skyscraper windows that control the amount of light and
heat coming in and out of a building, to switchable camouflage and visors for military applications, and even color-changing cosmetics and clothing. The study, published in the Journal of the American Chemical Society also helps fill a knowledge gap in a key
area of materials science and chemistry, according to the researchers. The Comet-generated models helped reveal how small chemical changes can drastically alter the electronic structure of the molecules’ radical cation states, and ultimately control the color.
Read more at https://qrgo.page.link/qACZg
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STAFF INNOVATOR: ANDREAS GOETZ
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Meet Andreas Goetz
2019’s π Person of the Year
By Jan Zverina

Please congratulate Andreas Goetz as SDSC’s 2019 π Person of the
Year! Deputy Director Shawn Strande announced the award at the
June 12 General Staff Meeting following a presentation by Andy,
who was unaware that he was selected by an internal committee
for this year’s award. Now in its sixth year, the award recognizes
SDSC researchers who have one leg, so to speak, in a science
domain and the other in cyberinfrastructure technology.
As director of the Computational Chemistry Laboratory at SDSC
and senior investigator for the Center for Aerosol Impacts on
Chemistry of the Environment (CAICE) at UC San Diego, Andy’s expertise is in the areas of quantum chemistry, molecular dynamics,
and GPU accelerated computing. He is also a contributing author
of the AMBER and ADF software packages for molecular simulations, both of which are widely used in academic and industrial
research settings.
Andy collaborates with UC San Diego researchers, such as Chemist
Francesco Paesani in Physical Sciences, but also beyond the uni4

versity on a variety of projects in molecular simulation, computational catalysis, biophysics, and drug design, as well as using
machine learning models and techniques to predict the behavior
of molecular liquids.
“Some of our latest research is using smart algorithms as part of
the computational process, or what we call an active learning approach,” he told SDSC staffers during his presentation. “Predicting
quantum energies can be extremely expensive and time consuming in terms of using compute time, so we are taking this new
approach to do it in a smarter way.”
Just this month, an image for one of Andy’s recent articles was
featured on the cover of the International Journal of Quantum
Chemistry. Calculations were performed on Comet, as well as
the Stampede2 system at the Texas Advanced Computing Center
(TACC) as part of a collaboration with researchers at the Instituto
Politécnico Nacional de México in Mexico City.

In April 2018, a study by Andy and his colleagues at UC San
Diego’s Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry was published
that used machine learning techniques to develop models for
simulations of water with what they called “unprecedented accuracy.” Their pioneering work, which appeared in The Journal of
Chemical Physics, showed how popular machine learning techniques can be used to construct predictive molecular models – in
this case water, but applicable also to other “generic” molecules,
based on quantum mechanical reference data.
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This study was based on the highly accurate and successful “MBpol many-body potential” for water developed in Paesani’s lab,
which recently has emerged as an accurate molecular model for
water simulations from the gas-to-liquid-to-solid phases. “This
is a new methodology that could revolutionize computational
chemistry,” said SDSC Director Michael Norman.
The development of complex neural networks with associated
optimization processes was performed on Comet’s GPU resources
and TACC’s Maverick system, with allocations provided by the
Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE).
Also participating in the study were researchers at the École
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne in Switzerland, Cambridge
University in England, and the University of Göttingen in
Germany.
Andy also enjoys teaching the next generation of scientists in
computational chemistry, software engineering, and molecular
simulation methods. He is an avid supporter of SDSC’s Research
Experience for High School Students program (REHS) for 10 years.
“It’s fun to welcome these motivated young students as interns to
the research group.”

Just this month, an image for one of Andy’s recent articles was featured on
the cover of the International Journal of Quantum Chemistry.

Before joining SDSC, Andy worked as postdoctoral researcher at
the VU University in Amsterdam, in the Netherlands. He obtained
his undergraduate and Ph.D. degrees in chemistry with specialization in theoretical chemistry from the Friedrich-Alexander
University in Erlangen, Germany.

More About Goetz’s Research on SDSC’s Youtube Channel
Supercomputer Simulates H2O with Unprecedented Accuracy
REHS-produced video about a study that used SDSC’s Comet supercomputer and
machine learning techniques to create the most accurate molecular model to-date of
something we all can’t live without — water.
https://youtu.be/e3TZuq7LK8k
SC18 Lenovo AI Innovation Challenge
From Quantum Mechanics and Data Science to Molecular Simulations — Andy Goetz
from the San Diego Supercomputer Center, UC San Diego speaks at the Lenovo
Artificial Intelligence Innovation Challenge SC18 Dallas, Texas.
https://youtu.be/lbvpz-Bru4E
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WELCOME TO SDSC!
Melissa Cragin Joins
SDSC’s Research
Data Services Group
In April SDSC announced the
appointment of Melissa Cragin
as Chief Strategist for SDSC’s
Research Data Services (RDS)
group. Melissa comes from the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC), where she
was executive director of the Midwest Big Data Hub (MBDH) at
the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)
since 2016. “We see potential in more research data management and stewardship as part of research computing services,
making it easier for researchers to make their data FAIR (findable, accessible, interoperable, reusable),” said RDS Division
Director Christine Kirkpatrick in welcoming Melissa to SDSC.

New SDSC Video: Understanding
(a little more) about Fusion Energy
When the plasma inside a fusion reactor becomes unstable,
there can be a release of energy that seriously damages the
reactor. Key to preventing damage is predicting when these
disruptions are about to happen. William Tang, a physicist at the
Princeton Plasma Physics Lab and a Princeton University professor who leads a project to forecast disruptions through artificial
intelligence (AI), which is transforming scientific inquiry and
industry. Tang was recently invited to give a talk at SDSC on
his work. Tang’s neural network is tuned specifically to predict
disruptions, but the techniques used to train the neural network have crosscutting applications to other areas of scientific
interest, such as cancer research. This new video, done by SDSC’s
Jon Chi Lou, helps demystify the complexities plasma fusion as
Tang describes the ability of AI to accelerate the development of
clean and abundant fusion energy.

Read more at https://qrgo.page.link/REkCe

Michael Zentner to Lead SDSC’s
Sustainable Scientific Software Group

https://youtu.be/qhoNWhR3ymc

Check out SDSC’s Research Videos,
Social Media Feeds!

SDSC is pleased to announce the appointment of Michael
Zentner as director of Sustainable Scientific Software, effective immediately. Michael joins SDSC following nine years with
Purdue University, where he was an Entrepreneur in Residence at
the Purdue Foundry and a senior research scientist. He continues as a senior research scientist and director of the HUBzero
Platform for Science and Engineering, and remains co-PI of the
Network for Computational Nanotechnology project, which
operates the nanoHUB.org science gateway. Michael also takes
over as PI of the Science Gateways Community Institute (SGCI),
founded by SDSC Associate Director Nancy Wilkins-Diehr in
2016. Nancy is retiring June 30 after 26 years at SDSC.

Did you know that SDSC has a YouTube channel?
Just click on the YouTube icon at the bottom of the SDSC
home page under the ‘Get Connected’ section or go to...
www.youtube.com/SanDiegoSupercomputerCenter
There you’ll find a wide variety of topical videos, with
playlists for Events, Training, Grand Challenges, and more.
Except for the conference presentations, most videos are
less than four minutes long and communicate complex
research challenges in a clear and compelling way, thanks to
our resident videographer, Jon Chi Lou.

Read more at https://qrgo.page.link/tXZMs
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RECENT AWARDS & NEW BUSINESS

SDSC Receives New Funding for West
Big Data Innovation Hub

SDSC’s Phylogenetics Science Gateway
Users Gain Cloud Access

The National Science Foundation (NSF) has awarded a second
round of funding for the country’s four Big Data Innovation Hubs
– organizations where academics, community leaders, regional
business, and local and state government representatives collaborate to help solve grand challenges of regional importance. The
awards, valued at $4 million each over a four-year period starting

The widely used CyberInfrastructure for Phylogenetic RESearch
(CIPRES) science gateway based at SDSC was awarded an
Internet2 grant funded by the NSF that will let researchers access
more powerful compute processors available from a commercial
cloud provider to accelerate discovery. The project is funded under
a collaboration with the NSF to support academic-based research-

this month, double the budget from the first round of awards
made in 2015. The collaborative award for continued funding of
the West Big Data Innovation Hub was made to SDSC Director

ers who can benefit from access to commercial clouds. Amazon
Web Services (AWS) will be the provider for CIPRES, and access is
free for researchers using the gateway during the one-year period

Michael Norman as principal investigator (PI) of the project at UC
San Diego, and Christine Kirkpatrick, who leads SDSC’s Research

of the award. “This award allows us to take the first step in cloud
bursting: to let users access the latest graphics processing units

Data Services group, as co-PI. The West hub – which comprises

(GPUs) at AWS,” said SDSC Bioinformatics Researcher Mark Miller,

13 states with Montana, Colorado, and New Mexico marking

principal investigator for CIPRES. CIPRES supports over 10,000

the eastern boundary – is led from UCSD, UC Berkeley, and the
University of Washington. Other Hubs are located in each census
region (Northeast, South, and West).

researchers who are investigating a wide range of topics about
the evolution of life on earth.
Read more at https://qrgo.page.link/z3TpR

Read more at https://qrgo.page.link/zxsR7

SDSC to Host First U.S. GO FAIR Office
SDSC’s Research Data Services (RDS) division will host the first GO FAIR
office in the U.S. as part of the division’s role in the U.S. National Data
Service (NDS) initiative. GO (Global Open) FAIR is a ‘bottom up’ initiative aimed at implementing the FAIR principles to ensure that data
is findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable. GO FAIR’s main goal is to kick-start the development of a global data commons for
research and innovation. With the new U.S. office, the nation joins the Netherlands, France, Germany, and Brazil in establishing countrylevel coordinating offices. “Being able to find, access, and integrate scientific data is essential to advancing discovery across so many
domains and to facilitating interdisciplinary research so we’re delighted to be part of GO FAIR’s expansion into the U.S.,” said Christine
Kirkpatrick, RDS division director and executive director of the NDS, founded by a consortium across academia, government, non-profit
institutions, and infrastructure providers to advance technologies that support the publication, discovery, and reuse of data.
Read more at https://qrgo.page.link/PBydj
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SDSC INDUSTRY PARTNERS NEWS

The Times They Are a-Changin’
This column recently had the opportunity to address a tech industry group in
Silicon Valley. Our theme was “The Times They Are a-Changin’, the Evolution of
Research Computing at the San Diego Supercomputer Center.” The talk traced the
arc of the supercomputing technology deployed by SDSC in the service of scientific
computing, looking at the past and present, and divining future trends.

Learn about Industry Relations
sdsc.edu/collaborate/ipp.html

As an integral part of the
supercomputing landscape
for almost 35 years, SDSC
has been there from the
early days of purpose-built
supercomputers to the era
of “commodity clusters”,
to the recent trend in
heterogeneous architectures
(CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs) and new
Cray XMP Supercomputer at SDSC, circa 1985
memory technologies, to
“bleeding edge” developments such as quantum and neuromorphic computing.
The talk observed that along the way, there has been a shift in focus from massively parallel modeling and simulation to big data analytics and the convergence
of AI and High-Performance Computing. Commercial cloud computing services
and hyperscale technologies such as Kubernetes and containers are also being integrated with traditional HPC systems to provide more versatile and elastic computing options for researchers.
While it was satisfying to
review past and present
achievements, it is truly
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the future that excites the
scientists and researchers
at SDSC, and the future
promises to be dynamic
and full of interesting
challenges for scientific and
technical computing. If you
SDSC’s Comet Supercomputer, 2019
are interested in joining us
for the journey, we invite you to reach out directly or visit our website to view
upcoming events and opportunities.
Ron Hawkins
SDSC Director of Industry Relations

